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Abstract 
Drama as an art form, from its earliest beginnings has had immense 
utilitarian value lo man. Outside of being an information dissemination tool, it 
has also been a social educational force, in various dimensions. It is 
therefore not surprising that drama, not only found a home in television at its 
advent, but quickly carved a comfortable niche therein, to influence and shape 
opinions, preferences and choices. As such, today's marketers and advertisers 
impact society, especially with dramatic content adverts, on television. 

Introduction 
The issue that primarily comes to mind, is to first determine what drama is and how its 

'elements work in tandem with it. Encyclopedia Britannica (2009) defines drama as a composition in 
verse or prose intended to portray life or character, or to tell a story. In order to have an appropriate 
purview however, it is necessary to examine in brief, the origins of drama and its earliest forms. 

\ 
Origins and Earliest Forms of Drama 

By considering the earliest manifestations, it is possible to see how drama is linked to the 
centra] desire of man to find form, pattern and purpose in his very existence. Frazer (1903), as the basis 
of what he calls 'mimetic magic,' opines that to the primitive mind, the obvious way of obtaining a 
desired result in nature, is to make an imitation of it on a small scale. "To achieve rain, water must be 
splashed about, or some other characteristic of a storm or shower must be reproduced. To achieve 
sunshine, a fire must be lit or some representation of the appearance and motion of the sun must be 
devised". Thus myths were acted out and with time, secularized at festivals; - the festival of City 
Dionysia in ancient Greece, and the Celts in Europe who danced round or jumped over a maypole to 
ensure a next year's bumper agricultural harvest, are a few of them. 

Ogunba (!978:5) indicates that much as the earliest beginnings of drama in Africa, are rooted in 
the community traditional festivals, they were purposefully arraigned as being intrinsic lo the 
wellbeing of the community. "Each year, there is a cycle of performances which evokes much of the 
history of the community and also brings to light all the artistic forms of the community. It is this total 
presentation that is properly to be regarded as Traditional African Festival Drama. 

Ogunbiyi (1981:12) complements this view: "Always, these dramatic presentations are 
overwhelmingly interwoven with songs, drumming, and extensive improvisation and dance." Going 
back to first principles, Aristotle lets us know that drama, consisting of mere imitation, is simply, a 
thing done. Much as he lays down the artistic plumb line for measuring and assessing drama, vis-a-vis 
its elements, he gives much needed insight as to possibly why the dramatic form has carved for itself, a 
safe and lasting niche in electronic media adverts. Aristotle insists that, "the instinct for imitation 
being natural to us, and inborn in all of us, is also,, the instinct to enjoy works of imitation. What happens 
in actual experience is evidence of this. We enjoy looking at the most accurate representations of 
things. We enjoy seeing likenesses because in doing so, we acquire information, reason out what each 
represents, and discover if by any chance the thing depicted is an imitation of something that gives 
pleasure..." (1926:32) 

Bertolt Brecht, a dramatic art theorist and prolific theatre practitioner, somewhat reiterates 
this assertion in a slightly different way when he asserts that, "generally, there is felt to be a very 
sharp distinction between learning and amusing oneself. The first may be useful but only the second is 
pleasant. It really is a commercial transaction.... Knowledge is a commodity... All those who have 
grown out of going to school have to do their learning virtually in secret... If there were not such 
amusement to be had from learning, the theatre's whole structure would be unfit for teaching."  
0978:111). 

Put differently, drama has been from man's earliest beginnings, a potent tool for 
communicating facts ideas, ideologies, and of gaining insight. Communications theorist Marshal 
McLuhan, whose aphorism 'the medium is the message' summarizes his view of "the potent influence of 



television and other electronic disseminators of information in shaping styles of thinking and 
thought..."(Ultimate Reference Suite: 2009). 

Since drama has always served as a potent medium and commodity to achieve certain set 
objectives and goals in society, it becomes fairly evident that television would rapidly become its 
inevitable twin; a formidable pair not likely to be passed over by today's hard selling marketers and 
advertising 'gurus.' This study at this point, will examine in brief, what adverts are. 

What Are Averts? 
Adverts have been described as composed and structured communication, a marketing 

communications tool, designed to influence and persuade target audiences towards a given objective. The 
Code of Advertising Practice of Nigeria, defines advertising as "a communication in the media, paid for by 
an identified sponsor and directed at a target audience, with the aim of imparting correct information about 
a product, service, idea or opinion..." (Ekwuazi: 2008) 

Advertising before the advent of the electronic medium, strictly consisted of going from door to 
door, and activity in the market place or public forum. Then came the boom for marketing executives 
with the advent of first- the radio, and later, the television. There was a captive audience who would 
happily sit through an entire evening's entertainment in their homes. However, the fast-paced 
technological innovations quickly ensured that this scenario was not sustained. 

In came a multiplicity of television channels and was of course quickly followed by the remote 
control! As such, with minimal effort, the viewer could quickly zip through the commercials, or, in a bid 
not to miss valued entertainment, utilize the commercial break as appropriate time to check up the other 
channels. This poses a great challenge to advertising executives. It will be pertinent here, to examine the 
goals of television adverts, and the painstaking methods through which these are achieved. 

Some Advertising Tools 
A study of advertising immediately indicates that it is a discipline that requires many valuable tools 

in use in other professions. To have effective adverts in the electronic medium, practitioners must: 
Plan and think strategically, 
Co-operate with a team in developing creative solutions to a problem, 
Understand why people behave the way they do, 
Express themselves and their ideas with clarity and simplicity, 
Endeavor to persuade others to their point of view, and 
Appreciate and assess the quality of different creative endeavors. (Williams: 1999) 

To market a product through adverts, the delineated steps are almost always necessary. First the 
product is packaged and goes through a process technically referred to as branding.  

Branding 
This study will not detour into the details of packaging, but a brief analysis of Branding and Brand 

Messages, will suffice. Branding, simply put in non- technical jargon, is the uniquely unmistakable 
name and visual identity of the product. Often, psychological connotations are roped in (justifiably or 
otherwise)! But the bottom line is usually to persuade the viewer to acquire the product. Of a necessity, 
brand messages are as such, carefully tailored and meticulously structured, to influence customer's 
perceptions. 

Brand Messages 
Generally, brand messages could have several sources. However, this study will consider only four. 

Planned Messages: These are the traditional marketing communications messages designed to work 
towards a determined set of communication objectives. Much like the propaganda film which 
derives all its elements of technique from its intent: the use of appeals to subtly nudge the viewer into a 
preconceived line of reasoning or action, principal among such elements of technique are: heavy reliance 
on the visual, image composition to favor/disfavor the subject, emotionally charged pictures and a highly 
denotatively and connotatively soundtrack. (Ekwuazi: 2008) 

Product Messages: These are messages from the product encompassing pricing and distribution 
elements directed to customers and other stakeholders. 

Service Messages: Many messages result from employee's interaction with customers. In many 
organizations, customer service is given high premium and is supervised by operations. 



Unplanned Messages: Companies have little or no control over the unplanned stories that emanate as 
unsought stories from competitors, journals, articles and negative public relations. In the case of  
Nigeria, shoddy and/or fake goods have exacerbated matters in this regard. 
However, in all of the above, perception is everything. It guides what the customer does and chooses- 
from the activities he/she enjoys, to the people he/she associates with, down to the products he/she 
buys.   This details consumer behaviorism. This aspect of psychology is crucial to the structuring of 
adverts. 

Goal Setting Predicated On Consumer Behavior 
The perception hurdle is the first and greatest hurdle advertisers must cross. The average adult is 

exposed to a horrendous multiplicity of adverts on television per day. How does he then get to notice 
what or which, much less come to an informed decision? 

The first task in promoting any new product is to create awareness that the product exists, or to 
reiterate its existence-in the case of already existing products. The second is to provide enough 
compelling information for prospective customers to take interest in, and make an informed decision. 
Finally, the advertiser aims to stimulate customer's desire (motivation) to try the' product .The 
psychological processes here involved, are complex. We will briefly consider how the mind processes 
information fed to it. Certain researchers have labeled this- the Learning and Persuasion process. 
(McCartney:1991). 

How Consumers Process Information 
Each time we file new information in our minds, it is a learning process. Learning results in a 

relatively permanent change in thought process and/or behavior. Learning and persuasion are as such, 
closely linked. Persuasion occurs when the change in belief, attitude, behavior or intention is caused by 
promotion communication such as advertising or personal selling. Naturally, advertisers are very 
interested in persuasion, and how it takes place. 

To better understand what motivates people and ultimately persuades, Abraham Maslow 
developed the classic model called "The Hierarchy of Needs." (Peter and Olson: 1996). Maslow 
maintains that the lower psychological and safety needs dominate human behavior. These must be 
satisfied before the higher, socially acquired needs (or wants) become meaningful. The highest need -self 
actualization, is the culmination of fulfilling all the lower needs and reaching to heights to discover the 
real self. The promise of satisfying a certain level of need is the basic promotional appeal for many adverts. 

In affluent countries such as the United States, Japan, Canada and Western Europe, most individuals take for 
granted the satisfaction of their basic psychological needs. In any case, the structuring of society takes care of such 
needs such as clothing, food, shelter, healthcare and others. So, advertising campaigns frequently target the fulfillment 
of social esteem and self-actualisation needs. Also, many adverts offer the reward of satisfaction through personal 
fulfillment. (Pies and Trout: 1996). 

In Nigeria though, the circumstances differ widely as the meeting of basic needs constitutes a hefty 
challenge to a high percentage of the population. This poses an even greater challenge to advertising 
executives. One way this has been tackled is to produce adverts as entertaining drama bits that the viewer 
does not skip but rather relishes and watches with pleasure each time, as part of the entire program 
package. 

Commercials that advertise real life situations are called 'slice of life.' Interestingly, such 
adverts frequently get more attention and create interest. According to Advertising Age columnist Bob 
Garfiekl, the best commercial in the world in 1997, was from Delwico Bates, Barcelona, for Essential 
Hand Cream. The dramatic scenario opens to a woman riding her bicycle to the persistent squeak of its 
un-lubricatcd chain. She dismounts, opens ajar of Essential and rubs sonic of the cream onto the chain. 
Then she rides away. But the squeak is still there. Why? As the voiceovcr points out, "Essential 
moisturizes, but it has no grease." (Williams: 1999). 

Television adverts have long since taken the center stage in the consciousness of Nigerians. 
Over time, the effective wielding of dramatic scenarios in adverts has received widely differing 
receptions ranging from being out rightly funny, entertaining and enjoyed as such by viewers and has even 
been known to spark controversy that raged nationwide! 

A good case in point is the MTN (telecommunications company) advert that depicts a young 
man putting across a telephone call to his mother in a far-flung, remote, riverine village. As soon as he 
announces the exhilarating news- "Mama, na boy," to end their anguished wait, the entire community 
erupts into frenzied jubilation and merry making! 

But the female lawyers in Nigeria had other views. They felt that the drama advert had strong 
sexist overtones- reinforcing old traditional stereotypes of baby boys being valued over and above baby 



girls and threatened court action against MTN. Promptly, MTN issued a re-make of the drama advert, 
where the young man rather announced to his anxiously waiting mother, "Mama, she don born." That 
assuaged the ire of the poised- to- war female lawyers and the controversy was laid to rest. 

Another MTN advert was so popular that il became the butt of frequent jokes by star 
comedians. The plot reveals an ardent lover whose attempts to woo his desired maiden had repeatedly 
failed. In a desperate last-ditch attempt, he 'forgets' his phone around her. Much to his elation, his 
hopes materialize as she picks the call he makes through the 'forgotten' phone, just as she was 
wondering what to do about it. His exultant "YES!" indicates he had eventually succeeded, as he 
elicits her address from her (ostentensibly to retrieve his phone!). The joke here is of course that the 
young man took an unwieldy risk. Given a country where people could easily be dishonest, being a 
virtual stranger to him, the girl could have disposed of the phone for financial gain. 

At other times, the dramatic scenario and its elements of diction, song and spectacle, have 
tended to amuse and tickle the fancy of viewers so much, that the actual product being advertised is 
hardly noticed or seriously taken cognizance of. Orange Drugs Nig Ltd, in the mid nineties, launched a 
television advert that quickly became a password amongst Nigerian urban dwellers- 'shakey shakey 
daddy.' Starring Sean George as the busy but efficient housewife, while she's busy at chores about her 
home, unknown to her, her husband had come home from work, in a bad feverish condition. Her little 
son just come from school, discovers his daddy shivering on the sitting room couch. Promptly he yells, 
"Mummy, Daddy's shaking!" His mother ignores him quite convinced her husband is at work and not 
home. She responds to her son's persistence after a while and being the diligent wife, the drug "Medik 
55" comes to mind. She promptly administers the drug, which quickly dispels the fever, leaving 
''shakey shakey daddy" as his son now fondly daubs him, determined to return to work in the office. 

However, many other adverts have not received such concerted attention from viewers. If 
anything, they seem to have largely gone unnoticed. It is doubtful if some particular ads actually create 
any desire in viewers to acquire the product or, is even perhaps a mere oddity to viewers? A good 
example is the Nigerian Breweries Pic advert where a young man's ultra modern car suddenly would not 
go anymore. Only then does he care to glance casually at his dashboard, to realize he's run out of fuel. He 
puts a call across to his friends who promptly turn up with lights, ladies and drinks and set up a lively 
party, all in the middle of nowhere! This glamorous party scenario gives the impression that the reward for 
carelessness could be a glitzy party. 

Recently, Guinness Nigeria Plc, equally came up with a questionable dramatic plot advert. A 
group of young men are playing football in the urban center when, suddenly the kicked ball lands in a 
moving truck conveying Guinness stout beer. The young men round the truck up at a bend, and 
promptly help themselves each to a bottle, and walk away, leaving the ball still lying on a drinks crate. 

The fact that this, if anything ridiculous advert, was later modified to where the young men having 
rounded up the truck, just-stood around it and merely gaped at the drinks, is indicative of objections 
that had been made by viewers. 

However, other dramatic plot television adverts have not only been more succinct, but have 
actually fared better, indomie Foods Ltd., makers of noodles branded Indomie, developed a set of 
adverts that targets and stars children. Different dramatic scenarios were produced apparently 
targeting various Nigerian ethnicities and cultures. One scenario stars a group of bored, fairly idle 
children in an urban tenement housing, who noticing an elderly minstrel al (heir street corner, decide to 
make the most of it by singing for charity. The group swells as other children on the street join in. Even 
by-passers are caught in the euphoria, and a Mum eventually rewards their efforts by serving 
refreshments-which is Indomie, of course! 

Another Indomie ad scenario shows a group of northern Nigeria children-as reflected in dress, 
sitting around an elderly astitute, storyteller auntie. Demonstrating the tortoise in the fable with a 
calabash in her hand, she lets it slip onto the floor and break into several pieces! This elicits varied 
reactions from the listening- with- rapt- attention children: shock, wonder and even laughter. Of 
course, for listening to a good story that teaches morals, the children are rewarded with servings of 
Indomie noodles. 

What makes these adverts especially good is the underlying beauty of the dramatic elements 
as well as the succinctness of the dramatic plots. So much relevant detail is contextual zed in brief, 
single shots- such as the other children warming up to the action, losing their shyness and reluctance 
and joining in, the passersby keen interest in the goings on, {in the first described advert); and thc 
children's varied reactions to the dramatic climax of Auntie's story (in the second described advert). 

The above, analyzed examples are of course far from being exhaustive of the gamut of TV 
adverts. However, they suffice as relevant samples, for the purposes of this study. 

Conclusion 



In conclusion, one can safely adduce that television adverts have over time, become 
established as part and parcel of viewer ship entertainment, as well as being an information 
disseminator and a thought shaping and thinking patterns communicator. Many television adverts are 
not skipped over, except of course, when the same old advert has run for too long and viewers 
virtually know it off-head! Other adverts have at certain times, even stirred up controversy in society! 
There absolutely is little or no question about the potency of this invaluable tool. And hopefully for 
the future, drama in adverts will be continuously and effectively wielded, but not abused. 
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